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October 2, 2020 

Region 10 ESC/Equalis Group 
400 East Spring Valley Road 
Richardson, Texas 75081 

Dear Ms. Sue Hayes, Chief Financial Officer 

ESS South Central, LLC and its affiliated companies hope to become a valued partner in PreK-12 education 
staffing of substitute teachers and other temporary personnel, as well as various value-added services and 
programs as outlined in the ESS proposal.   

With more than 20 years experience partnering with school distircts throughout the country, ESS serves over 750 
school district partners who count on us for a turnkey solution to address their staffing needs. We are confident 
that our best-in-class, quality-focused program will meet your members' expectations and objectives to ensure 
every day counts in their educational mission. 

ESS focuses on all aspects of a customized program so educators and leadership can use their time, resources, and 
skills to continue providing a high-quality education to every one of their students, every day. The ESS advantages 
are directly related to our decades of education experience and willingness to do things differently. PreK-12 staffing 

requirements and essential needs.  

Please note some of the important features of our program:  

Unmatched experience with over 20 years and over 750 education partners 

Solutions that deliver exceptional value through high fill-rates, time and/or cost savings, efficiencies, 
quality staff, robust operating systems and HR support 

An effective plan including start-up, transition, and ongoing operations that are people-focused 

Additionally, we are always willing to consider any adjustments to our proposal and its associated costs. Our team 
looks forward to sharing our proprietary operating plans, operating procedures, management systems and 
partnership philosophy with future education partners.  

We hope you will choose ESS as a partner for this very important work. ESS is committed to becoming a good 
partner and supporting you and the communities you serve.  

Sincerely,  

Fred Bentsen | Vice President Business Development | 832.244.5015| FBentsen@ESS.com 
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ESS is the largest dedicated provider of substitute and paraprofessional staffing to PreK-12 school districts. 
Our team is fully committed to delivering an education-focused management solution through exceptional 

proven experience with school districts across the nation ensures Region 10 ESC/Equalis Group and its 
members can expect substitute and paraprofessional programs that eliminate the administrative burdens of 
identifying, recruiting, training, performance management, payroll processing, and managing a pool of 
employees while providing transparent and accurate reporting and measured results.  
  

staffing programs. We have outlined our plan that is customized to the needs of every partner for delivery of 
a best-in-class program. Please see the following items we would like to highlight:  
  

Experience Transitioning Substitute and Temporary Staffing Personnel Programs 
With over 20 years supporting over 750 school district partners, large to small, future education partners 
can be confident in a seamless transition through the implementation of our multi-point plan, local, 
dedicated management team, and systems customized to the needs of the schools. The ESS proposal 
provides a comprehensive overview of the steps and activities that will be undertaken to ensure a smooth, 
and effective transition from an award-winning company.   
  

 
Our goal in building a partnership is to provide the highest level of customer service while being as cost 
effective to our education partners as possible. Included in our program will be a state-of-the-art Education 

experts to ensure the programs are fully utilized increasing efficiency, effectiveness and useful reporting. 
Additionally, ESS includes a regional management team, initial and ongoing training, and employee 
incentive/recognition programs. Our Applicant Tracking System, as well as other valuable ancillary 
services, are available at the request of the education partner. These efficiencies result in significant time 
and financial savings. 
  

Proven Hiring Practices  
It is our goal to contact, recruit, and hire every employee recommended by the education partner who 
passes background screening and wishes to continue working with the education partner. We will reach out 

flyers placed in schools, advertisements in local newspapers, and more. Substitutes and other temporary 
personnel will be employed, compensated, and provided benefits as welcome members of the ESS team. 

continuity for students and build upon the progress the education partner is experiencing today. The 

to do their job well.  

Executive Summary
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Technical Knowledge  

training programs and systems, we also have an in-
-house willsub+ 

systems to provide administrators a user-friendly platform that offers real-time reporting, tracking and 
billing. Principals, as well as district staff, will be able to establish preferred employee lists that allow them 
initial feedback for the employees entering their classrooms. Our ability to customize our technology or 

management system will eliminate any unnecessary front-office paperwork, ensure accuracy, and 
streamline reporting. If a district does not have Frontline Technologies or want to use our willsub+ system, 
ESS can interface and integrate with other absence management systems. ESS has ample experience with 
all absence management systems, so any member district can to keep its current technology in place. 
  

Ability to Schedule and Manage Staff  
We have a dedicated management team consisting of local and regional support, all backed up by a 
corporate support team. This multifaceted approach allows our local leadership to be an extension of the 

training of the employee pool, as well as communicating with principals and all day-to-day employee 

regional management team, will have the ability to track employee placements in real time, daily.  
  

Conclusion 
ESS delivers the management expertise and depth of experience; the vital, unique, and proprietary 
operating and software systems; the knowledgeable regional and national support personnel; and the 
financial strength necessary to continue to invest in infrastructure, operations, technology and key 
personnel. 
  
Our focus is creating a personalized program for our partners so educators and administrators can use their 
time, resources, and skills to continue providing a great education experience to every one of their students, 
every day. This is an important and significant investment. We realize there are other companies that 

ESS, and hear the ESS difference firsthand. We invest in people locally, regionally, and nationally, as well 
as systems and services because we fully understand that delivering on the promise of an enhanced 
classroom experience for students, teachers, and staff should not be treated like a commodity. These are not 

and clients like partners. 
  
ESS takes great pride in delivering a quality service program, providing its people with opportunities for 
personal and professional growth, being a genuine partner to its clients, and actively engaging in the 
communities we serve. Our education partners across the country can depend on ESS to provide unmatched 
customer service, significant resources, and a team that cares about schools, students, and community. We 
look forward to earning an opportunity to partner. We hope that together we can make Every Day Count! 

Executive Summary
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Appendix A: Company Profile

 

ESS South Central, LLC  

 

03-637-1576 

3. What is/are your corporate office location(s)? 

ESS is a national company with offices throughout the country. While ESS South Central LLC is the 
entity submitting this proposal, all ESS entities will be able to service Equalis Group member districts 
nationwide. ESS consists of the following Entities: ESS Northeast, LLC, ESS Southeast, LLC, ESS South 
Central, LLC, ESS Midwest, Inc., ESS West, LLC, ESS Support Services, LLC, Enriched Schools and 
Proximity Learning Inc. Through our company entities, we will be able to service any member district no 
matter its location across the country. 

ESS South Central, LLC Office 
Office submitting this proposal; Serves all 
districts in South Central U.S.  
1 Medical Drive 
Paragould, AR 72450 

ESS Southeast, LLC Office 
Executive leadership & human resources for all 
ESS; Serves districts in Southeastern U.S. 
9202 S. Northshore Drive, Suite 200 
Knoxville, TN 37922 

ESS Northeast, LLC Office 
Marketing, communications, and payroll support 
for all ESS; Serves districts in Northeastern U.S. 
800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

ESS Midwest, Inc. Office 
Serves districts in Midwestern U.S.  
212 Kent Street, Suite 12 
Portland, MI 48875 

ESS West, LLC Office 
Serves districts in Western U.S. 
1915 NE Stucki Ave, Suite 260 
Hillsboro, OR 97006 
 

Jacksonville Office 
Human resources and call center support for 
South Eastern districts  
South Southpoint Drive, Suite 501 
Jacksonville, FL 32216  
 

Proximity Learning Headquarters 
Virtual Learning Solution; Serves  
Districts Nationwide 
600 Congress Ave, 14th floor 
Austin, TX 78701  
 

Enriched Schools Headquarters 
Serves charter schools throughout the U.S. with 
substitutes and guest educators 
643 Magazine Street, Suite 206 
New Orleans, LA 70130 
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4. Please provide a brief history of your company, including the year it was established. 
 
ESS was founded 20 years ago with the vision of providing administrative relief 
to school districts and professional working opportunities to qualified educators. 
Beginning in 2000 with just 17 partner districts and 150 employees, ESS 
quickly became the premier solution for school districts nationwide. In 2017, 
ESS merged five regional companies, each of which were market leaders in 

-exclusive staffing and 
management company.   
 

Today, we are partnered with more than 750 school districts in 29 states, serving 3,500,000 students with 
more than 60,000 employees. Our growth continues to this day, as we recently acquired a company that 
enhances our ability to providing virtual education solutions: Proximity Learning Inc., an Austin, TX 
company that provides online, live instruction to K-12 school districts. 

 
Since our inception we have seen tremendous growth not only in our client list, but also in our reputation 
as a world-class employer. For three consecutive years, ESS has had the distinct honor of being named one 

testament to our employees; they are knowledgeable, compassionate, successful, and helpful. This 
experience and dedication will be brought to your member districts.  

Size, Strength, and Stability 
ESS is a national company with revenues in excess of $500 million. Our strong national presence of over 
750 partnerships across 29 states gives us a wealth of resources and a deep infrastructure to ensure our 
partners receive the highest quality service possible.  
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ESS Leadership 
 
Buddy Helton, President & CEO 
Buddy brings over 35 years of business expertise to our clients. For twelve 
years, he led a national facilities services company with responsibility for K-
12 schools and higher education operations across the United States. Buddy 
delivered results to customers, resulting in high customer satisfaction and 
company growth with average annual revenues that increased, on average, by 
24% per year over eleven years. He founded Southern Building Service in the 
mid-nineties and served as President of that organization. The company 
enjoyed exponential growth, again with very high customer satisfaction and 

attitude. Buddy graduated from the University of Tennessee with honors and 
holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration. 
 

 
Steve Gritzuk, Chief Operating Officer 
With over 15 years of experience in K-12 operations, Steve joined the ESS 
team in February 2017.  He has successfully managed education-based 
operations in excess of $100 million throughout the nation. Steve is 
accountable for ensuring quality operations and customer centered programs 
for each and every ESS client. Steve received his Bachelor of Science in 
Marketing from Clemson University in 2000 and his Master of Business 
Administration from Charleston Southern University in 2004. Steve resides in 
the Charleston, SC area with his wife and children. 
 
 

John Devall, Chief Financial Officer 
John Devall has 22 years of accounting experience in the service industry. He 
began his career with Associated Building Services as Senior Accountant and 
expanded his role to Controller of a subsidiary company. In 2005, John joined 
GCA Education Division to become the Division Controller. He was an 
integral part of a management team that increased revenue and EBITDA 
double digits each year from 2005 to 2014. John oversees all of ESS' financial 
processes and procedures. He holds a Bachelor of Business Administration 
degree from Stephen F. Austin State University. 
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Bernie Decker, Senior Vice President of Human Resources 
Bernie Decker brings over 25 years of human resources experience to ESS. 
His expertise includes recruiting, hiring, training and development, benefits 
administration, and union negotiations. He joined ESS after spending twelve 
years previously with an education services provider where he served as Vice 
President of Human Resources and Training. His current responsibilities 
include recruiting, hiring, training of management, recruiters, teachers and 
support staff, as well as, administration of benefit plans, employee relations, 
training and employee development. Bernie holds a Bachelor's Degree in 
Industrial Relations from LeMoyne College, Syracuse, New York. He has 
furthered his education through various American Society for Training and 
Development seminars and attended Wimberly Lawson Labor Law Seminars 
for eleven years. 

 
 
Ron Glisk, Senior Vice President of Sales & Marketing 
Ron Glisk has more than 25 years of sales and sales management experience. 
Prior to joining ESS, Ron was EVP of Sales and Marketing for Xanitos, Inc., a 
hospital housekeeping specialist firm. Before joining Xanitos, Ron was SVP of 
Sales and Marketing for GCA Education Services and, prior to that, SVP of 
Sales and Marketing for GCA at the corporate level. Ron holds a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Computer Science from Northern Illinois University. 
 
 
 
 

Carrie Myers, Director of Human Resources 
Carrie is a veteran human resources manager with more than 20 years of 
experience spanning all HR operations. She leads employee recruitment and 
retention efforts, driving successful programs for our district partners. 

with her auditing experience, provides strict compliance and risk 
management for our partners. She is an adept communicator who sustains 
positive employee relations by working with personnel and managers to 
resolve conflicts and counsel employees. As a certified Professional in Human 
Resources (PHR), Carrie has expertise in developing, implementing, and 
updating company policies to ensure alignment with standards, human 
resources best practices, and all relevant regulations. 
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5. Who is your competition in the marketplace? 

We compete with other staffing and management companies that serve K-12 school districts throughout 
the country. As a national company partnered with districts as large as 130,000 students and as small as a 
few hundred, we compete at both the enterprise- and mom-and-pop level. Further, since most school 
districts are not partnered with a staffing management agency, a great deal of our competition is against 
districts themselves, proving to them that our services will provide their students, schools, and 
communities educational and financial value.  

6. What are your overall annual sales for last three (3) years? 

We had audited gross revenues of: 

$345,094,000 in FY 2018 

$420,980,000 in FY 2019 

$547,000,000 in FY 2020 

To further demonstrate our financial capability, we have included a letter from our CFO that details our 
finances over the last few years on the following pages.  

7. What are your overall public sector sales, excluding Federal Government, for last three (3) 
years? 

All our sales are in the public sector and exclude the federal government. Our customers are exclusively 
PreK-12 public school districts. As such, the numbers listed in item 6 above are also our overall public 
sector sales.  
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8. What differentiates your company from competitors in the public sector? 

We have grown to be the largest education-exclusive staffing and management solution in the country 
through a variety of unique competitive differentiators. These difference-makers allow us to maximize 
educational equity, opportunity, and continuity for the students we serve:  

Personalized Management 
ESS specializes in customizing its program for 
each district partner. Your member districts will 
be provided dedicated management teams 
specifically designed to ensure success based on 
their unique needs, hands-on management, and 
daily accountability. 

Consistency in the Classroom 

have the first right of refusal for all available 
positions. This will maximize consistency and 
continuity for students and build upon the 
success your member districts are experiencing 
today. 

Proven Recruiting Methods 
By leveraging our expansive resources and 
veteran staff, ESS attracts the most promising 
professionals for our district partners. Through a 
dynamic multimedia campaign of print, digital, 
and grassroots recruiting, we will recruit a large 
pool of substitute talent for each and every 
member district. 

High-Quality Staff 
All staff will be properly credentialed and 
certified at all times. We help each of our 
employees acquire the credentials needed for 
employment based on state and district 
requirements.  

In-Person Training & Development 
ESS has a multifaceted training program that 
includes a significant in-person program. Our 
training allows for a level of completeness and 
assessment that is simply not possible through 
methods utilized by other staffing companies. 

 
Education for Every Student 
ESS is heavily invested in special education, 
running the largest permanent paraprofessional 
staffing program in the country. Our expertise in 
special education will allow your member 
districts to provide quality special education 
services to students who may otherwise need to 
seek services outside the district. 
 

Technology Solutions & Reporting Analysis 
Our advanced technology suite relieves district of 
cumbersome and time-consuming administrative 
tasks, such as credential verification, absence 
reporting and tracking, and payroll. We leverage 
detailed program reporting to analyze 
performance and trends to anticipate future 
program performance. 
 

Full Transparency 
Every part of our program is completely 
transparent to our district partners, from pricing 
and program data to employee performance. In 
fact, all employee-related incidents are 
electronically recorded and immediately sent to 
district human resources department for review 
the same second they are reported.  
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Community Involvement 
Marine Corps Community Service 
Division  

Army Community Service 

100 Black Men Association  

Kids Fest  

Bike MS  

Kidsbridge Anti-Bullying 

Boys and Girls Clubs 

One Warm Coat 

Autism Speaks 

Haiti Laptop Donations 

Salvation Army Toy Drive 

Special Olympics 
 

District Involvement 
High School Scholarships 

ESS Art Contest 

Back 2 School Bash  

Students With Special Needs Proms  

Teacher of the Year  

Football Fever  

Arts Foundation 

Community Night 

New Teachers Breakfast 

Backpack Donations 

Food Drive Donations 

Education Foundations  talent 
shows, golf tournaments, scholarship 
ceremonies, 5K races, etc. 

Backpack Drive Kisses for Kyle ESS Art Contest 

Community Giving 
A partnership with ESS makes us members of the community and we strongly believe in being active and 
supportive in every community we serve. Giving back to the community is a mainstay of our corporate 
philosophy. Our partnership will include a passion for success, but more importantly an investment to the 
students of your member districts.  

ESS is active and accessible in the communities of its partners, building relationships with community 
members and working to establish itself as a positive influence. We look forward to working with 

participating in community outreach and fundraising events, attending fairs and festivals, partnering with 
local businesses, and cheering on the local high school teams. Some of these examples are found below: 
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ESS has no environmental policy or sustainability initiatives.  

10. Diversity program - Do you currently have a diversity program or any diversity partners that 
you do business with? 

ESS has no diversity program. Since we do not subcontract our services, we also have no diversity 
partners. 

11. Diversity Vendor Certification Participation - It is the policy of some entities participating 
in Equalis Group to involve minority and women business enterprises (M/WBE), small and/or 
disadvantaged business enterprises, disable veterans business enterprises, historically 
utilized businesses (HUB) and other diversity recognized businesses in the purchase of goods 
and services. Respondents shall indicate below whether or not they hold certification in any of 
the classified areas and include proof of such certification with their response. 

A. Minority Women Business Enterprise: None 

B. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE): None 

C. Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise (DVBE): None 

D. Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB): None 

E. Historically Underutilized Business Zone Enterprise (HUBZone): None 

F. Other: None 
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12. Were all services and pricing being made available under this contract provided in the 
attachment B and/or Appendix B, pricing sections? 

Yes. Further, as a specialist in customized staffing and management programs, ESS can also work with 
member districts to create new solutions not included on the pricing sheet.  

13. Does the respondent agree to offer all future product introductions at prices that are 
proportionate to contract pricing offered herein? 

Yes. 

14. Does pricing submitted include the required administrative fee? 

Yes. 

15. Define your standard terms of payment 

Our standard terms of payment is net 15, however, we are flexible in changing those terms based on the 
needs of a given member district.  

16. Describe how pricing is determined. This includes how employee pay rates are 
determined, how your markups are determined and what visibility public agencies will have in 
these calculations. 

Employee pay rates are set by the district. Our pricing markup will remain the same regardless of 
employee pay rates.  

Our pricing markup is customized to each district client, based on its needs and the desired scope of its 

paraprofessionals, etc.), technology services, training programs, virtual learning programs, and the 
necessity and number of onsite management staff are just some of the factors that play into our markup 

are able to ensure the fairest and most cost-effective pricing possible.  

Our markup includes costs for employee load and management, support, training, program start-up costs 

FUTA, SUTA, and all other related district costs. Further, ESS commits to offer best pricing possible to all 
districts partnered with the Region 10 ESC/Equalis Group cooperative. 

Our district partners will have complete and total visibility of our markup calculations. We pride ourselves 
on our transparency and the clarity of our pricing calculations. We are happy to share exact pricing 
calculations with our district partners at any time  
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17. Some Federal grant programs that will be used for these services require that no more 
than 10% of the total cost to the participating agency be charged to cover administrative 
costs not directly related to servicing the participating agency. Examples of such charges 

specific background checks required to fulfill the staffing needs of the participating agency, 
or charges to cover company taxes rather than taxes directly associated with servicing the 
participating agency. 

Does the Respondent agree that all pricing quoted to participating agencies feature no more 
than 10% of the total cost to the participating agency be charged to cover administrative 
costs not directly related to servicing the participating agency? 

Yes. 
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18. States Covered - Respondent must indicate any and all states where products and 
services are being offered. 

Our services are offered to all 50 states.  

19. List the number and location of offices, or service centers for all states being proposed in 
solicitation. 

ESS South Central, LLC Office 
Office submitting this proposal; Serves all 
districts in South Central U.S.  
1 Medical Drive 
Paragould, AR 72450 

ESS Southeast, LLC Office 
Executive leadership & human resources for all 
ESS; Serves districts in Southeastern U.S. 
9202 S. Northshore Drive, Suite 200 
Knoxville, TN 37922 

ESS Northeast, LLC Office 
Marketing, communications, and payroll support 
for all ESS; Serves districts in Northeastern U.S. 
800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

ESS Midwest, Inc. Office 
Serves districts in Midwestern U.S.  
212 Kent Street, Suite 12 
Portland, MI 48875 

ESS West, LLC Office 
Serves districts in Western U.S. 
1915 NE Stucki Ave, Suite 260 
Hillsboro, OR 97006 
 

Jacksonville Office 
Human resources and call center support for 
South Eastern districts  
South Southpoint Drive, Suite 501 
Jacksonville, FL 32216  
 

Proximity Learning Headquarters 
Virtual Learning Solution; Serves  
Districts Nationwide 
600 Congress Ave, 14th floor 
Austin, TX 78701  
 

Enriched Schools Headquarters 
Serves charter schools throughout the U.S. with 
substitutes and guest educators 
643 Magazine Street, Suite 206 
New Orleans, LA 70130 

channel: 

We are best- -  
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21. Provide relevant information regarding your staffing placement process including how an 
agency would place an order, and the ability for purchasing agencies to verify they are 
receiving contract pricing. 

Requesting a Substitute 

absence management system. Absences can be placed at anytime in the system. Absence posting can be 
created digitally by using the absence management software or by calling, emailing, or texting the ESS 
District Team.  

Preferred Substitute List 
District administration and/or District staff can set a preferred substitute list. The preferred list ensures 
that priority is given to proven educators to fill in for certain positions and enhance classroom continuity. 
With the preferred substitute list, the substitutes on the list will be able to view absences posted to your 
specific schools prior to the general population of substitutes.  

Absence Approval Process 

three options for approval settings: 

Automatic approval of all absences  

All absences must be approved by District administration or principal 

Some absence reasons must be manually approved, others will be automatically  

There are no deadlines for submitting absence requests. The ESS team and its technology systems will 
immediately begin looking for substitutes as soon as a request is placed.  

Advanced and Short Notice 
There is no special process for requesting substitutes on advanced notice. Short-or last-minutes substitute 
requests are handled similarly to regular substitute requests, the only difference being that ESS has 
implemented a number of fail-safes and expedited procedures to ensure last-minute vacancies are filled 
quickly with qualified staff:  
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Substitute Placement Technologies 

technology and our own willsub+ system.  

management technologies, and one that ESS is also an expert in. We are 
-user, and as such, we have the experience 

and relationship necessary to bring additional efficiencies, improvements, 
and customizations to Frontline Education Absence Management systems. 
We have an in-house, specialized Frontline Education technology team, 
which allows us to customize systems to district preference.  
 
ESS also has its own proprietary substitute management technology called 
willsub+. The technology was designed with scalability and speed in mind, 
using a mix of automations and streamlined interfaces to adapt seamlessly 
to any district size. willsub+ also includes applicant- and time-tracking.  

Our systems are built to mirror the regulations and certifications of both the member district and its State. 
A substitute will only be able to view an assignment for which they hold the required credentials. If a 

exceeded, the substitute will no longer be able to accept positions.  

Absence Filling 
As soon as a district employee calls out, ESS begins the process to fill that vacancy. Our multifaceted 
approach is comprehensive and allows ESS to fill assignments at a high rate. We use several technology 
platforms as well as the traditional methods to create a unique and highly effective approach.  

Instant Contact 
Our technologies contact qualified substitutes by email and phone notifications immediately when a 
vacancy is posted. Further, our willsub+ technology features an integrated text message system that 
allows us to send out text messages in mass batches.  
 
Personalized Contact 
The ESS District Team will begin their efforts early in the morning, calling, emailing, and texting 
substitutes to fill any open vacancies.  
 
Building-Based Substitutes 
To help resolve last- -
in a district. These substitutes will then fill any unfiled vacancies in that school, on any given day. 

Contract Pricing  
Our pricing process is fully transparent. Any district or purchasing agent will have full access to all pricing 
information necessary to verify that contract pricing is received.  
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22. Provide staffing placement fill rates and average timeframes met. 
 
We pride ourselves on our high staffing placement fill rates, as well as our ability to improve the fill rates of 
districts who already have high numbers. The chart below shows some of our Texas successes:  

Average Timeframes Met 
To meet the absence needs of our district partners, our substitute program is fast and flexible. Our 
combination of technology automation, dedicated staff, and program innovations allow us to fill absences up 
to the minute they are reported.  
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service centers, etc.).  

Our customer service strategy is to provide our district partners, their staff, and our substitutes a layered, 
all-encompassing customer service experience. This customer service is delivered through the ESS District 
Team. 

The team has branched design that allows it to be fully customized, completely flexible, and empowered to 
and provide the best customer service and support to your member districts. It is divided into three key 
units: onsite, regional, and corporate support. By dividing the ESS District Team into these specialized 
components, we are able to provide an exceptional level of efficiency and reliability to your member 
districts.  

The ESS District Team 
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The ESS Regional Team 
Each district partner is served by a regional ESS team that is specifically customized to best serve the 

program, and a major part of that operation is customer service. 
 
Our regional management team will provide daily communication and accountability to each principal, 

daily basis, they are available and ready to answer questions, address concerns, and provide solutions to 
 

 

Onsite Support Team 
Due to a large student population or high level of service complexity, some districts require that ESS staff 
be permanently onsite to ensure 100% program success. How much staff is local, and what rolls they fulfill 
depends on the needs of the district. Some districts are best served by a district manager working inside 
their HR office, others by an entire team working in their own office.  
 
Whatever the shape of the local support team, their purpose is to ensure the ESS program is running 
smoothly and meeting district needs. Their local work bolsters program results, and also provide an 
additional layer of customer service to the district and our substitutes. 
 
Hiring Local Staff 

program, and we strive to cultivate such resources whenever possible. All local staff will be selected for 
their outstanding credentials and their experience with the district and its community. Their significant 
career qualifications will help our partnership achieve higher fill rates, consistent community recruitment, 
and high quality service.  
 
Our district partners are always welcome to join in the interview process for such staff and will have final 
say on any hiring decisions.  
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Local Customer Service Centers 

offices. In most cases, these offices house regional leadership, customer service staff, and operational 
support staff such as recruiters and hiring specialists. Some offices, such as the Jacksonville office, are 
purely customer service for our Southeastern clients. Others, such as the Proximity Learning and Enriched 
Schools offices, support specific products and services. Finally, the Northeast and Southeast offices also 
house our corporate leadership, nationwide call center, and corporate support teams such as technology and 
human resources.  

ESS South Central, LLC Office 
Office submitting this proposal; Serves all 
districts in South Central U.S.  
1 Medical Drive 
Paragould, AR 72450 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m. CST 

ESS Southeast, LLC Office 
Executive leadership & human resources for all 
ESS; Serves districts in Southeastern U.S. 
9202 S. Northshore Drive, Suite 200 
Knoxville, TN 37922 
Hours: 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. EST Monday 
through Thursday and 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST 
Friday.  

ESS Northeast, LLC Office 
Marketing, communications, and payroll support 
for all ESS; Serves districts in Northeastern U.S. 
800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. EST Monday 
through Thursday and 6:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST 
Friday.  

ESS Midwest, Inc. Office 
Serves districts in Midwestern U.S.  
212 Kent Street, Suite 12 
Portland, MI 48875 
Hours: 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. CST 

ESS West, LLC Office 
Serves districts in Western U.S. 
1915 NE Stucki Ave, Suite 260 
Hillsboro, OR 97006 
Hours: 5:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. PST, Monday 
through Thursday, 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PST 
Friday, and 10:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. PST Sundays.  
 

Jacksonville Office 
Human resources and call center support for 
South Eastern districts  
South Southpoint Drive, Suite 501 
Jacksonville, FL 32216  
Hours: 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday and 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Friday  
 

Proximity Learning Headquarters 
Virtual Learning Solution; Serves  
Districts Nationwide 
600 Congress Ave, 14th floor 
Austin, TX 78701  
 

Enriched Schools Headquarters 
Serves charter schools throughout the U.S. with 
substitutes and guest educators 
643 Magazine Street, Suite 206 
New Orleans, LA 70130 
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Corporate Team 
The corporate team is one of the most experienced, qualified, and effective resources in educational 
services. Made up of many departments, the operations team provides support that goes above and beyond 
expectations. Their knowledge and perspective make ESS unique and allows us to provide exceptional 
service to schools and students.  

This team coordinates with ESS district teams and district administration to serve as another source of 
continuous support and customer service. Made up of over 500 dedicated staff, the operations team is 
dedicated to schools by regularly evaluating, reporting, and taking action to further improve our 
partnership. These departments are available daily by phone and email to answer questions, offer 
guidance, and assist with any task. 

These teams reside within the ESS Southeast office in Knoxville and the ESS Northeast Office in Cherry 
Hill.  

Client Engagement 
The client engagement department helps structure absence management technologies to district 
specifications. The team also ensures we provide the best customer service and absence management 
support to administrators, faculty, and staff. 

Our client engagement specialists leverage their technology expertise to provide comprehensive support to 
school personnel on a daily basis. Districts will be appointed a group of client engagement representatives 
committed to serving them. Representatives will work with the district daily, assisting with tasks including 
absence entry, report generation, and statistical insight into our partnership.  

Employee Engagement 

direction to provide incentives and ensure their professional goals are being met. In addition to supporting 
our staff, employee engagement representatives will be active in filling district positions by reaching out to 
eligible employees via phone, email, and text message alerts each day.  

Marketing and Recruitment 

effectiveness. The department will work diligently to help the ESS district teams hire an abundance of 
talented local personnel to fill district positions. 

The marketing and recruiting team understands district needs to fill absences with experienced staff that 
will provide continuity in schools. The team will create an effective customized recruiting campaign for 
each district, focusing on hard-to-fill locations. They will employ a wide variety of strategies to heavily 
recruit for the best personnel available.  
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Human Resources 
Our human resources team will partner with district human resources departments, ensuring that our 
operations within districts are aligned with policies and procedures. The team will work with principals 
and other district officials to resolve any issues that may occur. If a school reports an incident or accident, 
the human resources team will quickly handle it with utmost professionalism.  

Additionally, this team serves as a valuable resource for our staff to work out any issues, questions, or 
concerns they may have and to assist employees in enrolling in our medical benefits or 401(k) programs.  

Compliance 
ESS district workforces are guaranteed to be 100% compliant. Our compliance department is well-versed 
with federal and state rules and regulations concerning school personnel. They lead the process of verifying 

updating, the compliance department will expedite the process. The department closely works with the ESS 
district team to support the hiring of the staff working in schools.  

Finance 

during the transition period, and will be readily available to discuss invoices and answer any questions. 

as possible. To facilitate this ease and transparency, they prepare a billing backup report for districts each 
month. 

The team also makes sure that substitute employees are paid accurately and on time each week for all of 
their hard work. Additionally, they assist employees in enrolling in our direct deposit or free debit card 
program for their convenience. 

Technology 
The technology department ensures optimal functionality and communications in system software and 
hardware. Experts in security, this team will work diligently to keep district systems absolutely safe using 
advanced firewall technologies and security fail safes.  

ESS also employs veterans of Frontline Education and other staffing management companies to our own 

utilized systems. These experts allow us to customize those systems with unique, impactful efficiencies and 
improvements.  

Education and Training 
The training team leverages extensive experience to provide industry-leading training to thousands of 

-person seminars and follow-up training classes to 
guarantee that we deliver employees who are skilled and up to date in the latest practices.  
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Customer Service Tasks 
ESS District Team performs the essential customer service tasks below to create open communication 

 

Build and maintain district relationships 
through in-person meetings, monthly 
reviews, budget attainment, talent 
development planning, and involvement in 
strategic initiatives 

Develop an intimate understanding of district 
needs and establish timelines to deliver on 
those needs 

Monitor, report, and analyze data to identify 
successes, extrapolate trends, and craft 
actionable steps toward improvement 

Guarantee that district needs are met 
through daily communication through email, 
phone calls, school visits, and district 
administration meetings 

Collect feedback from district administration 
and school principals at every opportunity 
possible  

Allocate personnel and resources to prioritize 
initiatives and tasks to guarantee district 
satisfaction 

Revise recruiting and operational activities to 
meet district needs 

Track potential risks and problems to 
strategize solutions  

Resolve issues thoroughly and implement 
solutions   

recruiting, hiring, evaluating, and 
supervising employees 

Generate and deliver reports detailing 
operational and financial performance 

Analyze absence patterns to understand 
 

Work with district on initiatives to reduce 
absences, hence reducing district costs 

Create a customized, rated client survey to 
assist us in measuring satisfaction with our 
performance in schools 

Ensure absence management systems are 
correctly running, and district staff and 
substitutes are well-trained  

Guide all substitute employees moving 
through the application process 

Maintain accurate and up-to-date 
documentation on substitutes credentials, 
trainings, incidents, and substitutes that 
have been removed from a school or District 

Utilize online recruiting resources and in-
house applications to identify the highest 
quality candidates 

Actively recruit by: targeting recent college 
graduates and local retired teachers, 
attending community job fairs, hosting ESS 
job fairs, attending school events, and 
building relationships with organizations in 
the community  

Analyze the absences in schools and reach 
out to substitutes to fill these positions, even 
absences reported at the last minute 

Meet with the principals, school staff, and 
substitutes  
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company and with customers. 

 
The ESS District Team will handle the day-to-day management of the substitutes working in schools, 
including conflict resolution. Each substitute employee working in a district will maintain the high 
professional and safety standards. Additionally, the team will swiftly and efficiently resolve any necessary 
action in the event of unsatisfactory substitute performance.  
 

Expectations of Employees 

Professional Appearance 
Employees are expected to maintain a high standard of professional conduct and professional appearance. 

expected to keep their attire and person neat, clean, and well-kept at all times. Employees will not be 
permitted on district property if they are not dressed appropriately. 
 
Professional Conduct Policy 
Employees are expected to follow proper conduct and ethics. Employees will strictly adhere to school 

Drug and Tobacco Free environment. 
 

Guarantee of Safety 

concerns immediately when discovered. Substitute employees are prepared with a thorough understanding 
of the importance of student safety and preventative measures. The interactive training class and 
supplementary training manuals discuss various topics of safety extensively, including but not limited to: 
accident prevention, student behavior concerns, school and classroom safety, and accident reaction and 
reporting procedures. Employees are guaranteed to be conscious of district safety policies concerning the 
students and themselves.  
 

Accidents and Injury 

as ways to prevent further accidents in the future. In the event of an injury, ESS staff should immediately 
call our human resources department. District staff and ESS employees can find information related to 

documentation, including company injury reporting procedures and a list of designated health care 
providers in the area.  
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Evaluations 
ESS substitutes are provided evaluations and internal performance reviews. These forms of measurement 
help employees understand their requirements and guarantees they are effective. Evaluations and reviews 
will be conducted in accordance with policies and will address employee performance, professionalism, and 
progress. 

Self-Evaluations 
Every employee is expected to complete an employee evaluation. Employees are provided the evaluation 
through an electronic survey. This evaluation provides the substitute with a rubric for self-assessing their 
effectiveness, through various indicators on a rating scale.  

The ultimate goal of this evaluation is to create a common standard for what constitutes a high-quality 
educational experience for the students ESS employees serve, and how ESS can measure areas of 
improvement as professionals who are striving for increased effectiveness. In addition to the rating scale, 
the survey also provides room for comments and notes, allowing for a more profound self-assessment. The 
results are used for personal reflection, program improvements, and professional development planning. 

Classroom Evaluations 

satisfactory / unsatisfactory rating scale on criteria including conduct, professional demeanor, and job 
responsibility skills.  
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Resolving Unsatisfactory Performance 
Although we take painstaking measures to hire skillful individuals who will 
perform optimally in schools, we have procedures in place to address 
unsatisfactory performance. In the event of an incident, District employees 

A sample of the incident form is on the next page. The incident portal tracks and 
saves all data in our system. The ESS team will handle each incident with 
extreme urgency and will take action as soon as an incident is reported. Once 

resources department for full transparency. 
 
Each incident is treated with the utmost importance. We will partner with the 
school administration to determine if termination is appropriate. ESS will also 
block any employee that a district does not want working in a specific school. 
This type of partnership alleviates some of the strain put on district human 
resource staff and allows them to focus on other key areas. 

 
Incident Reporting Enhancements 

improvements are focused on a grading scale and a retraining program. 
 

This grading will allow for the possibility of retraining and retaining substitutes 
who have committed less serious offences, which will help further improve fill 
and retention rates.  
 
The retraining initiative will alert the training team of any recurring issues that 

incidents will attend additional trainings to help correct their subpar 
performance and stop any recurring issues. We have found that many 

performance. With a little mentoring and extra training, most substitutes that 
had minor incidents become valuable employees.  

 
Immediate Resolution 
The ESS Team will be able to immediately resolve any issues that may arise. 
They will be available for face to face meetings, phone calls, and email to answer 
any questions or resolve any concerns. The ESS team that will also be available 
for in-person meetings, phone calls, and emails at any time. Our goal is to 
support our district partners and have a successful partnership based on 
continued improvement, transparency, and results.  
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Conflict Resolution with District Partners 
We strive to always provide the best possible service and value to our district partners. Should a district 
partner be unhappy with our service, however, the ESS District Team is always available and willing to 
have a conversation about we can further improve our service. It is our continuous goal to serve districts 
and the highest level, and the best path toward such service is open and frequent communication at all 
times.  
 
To serve the goal of open communication and resolving any district concerns, the ESS District Team 
provides a tailored customer service plan for the district it serves. These communication plans include: 

School Visits 

Monthly Meetings 

Talent Pool Assessment 

Employee Evaluations 

Mid-Year and Yearly Performance Reviews 

Recruiting Performance Tracking 

School District Evaluation  

 
Principal/Administrator Report Card Survey 
Designed to gather crucial program feedback, the Principal Report Card survey will be sent to all principals 
and administrators throughout the year. These surveys are currently administered also alert the ESS 
District Team of any new recruiting events occurring in the community. On the following pages are a 
sample of the survey. 
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Principal/Administrator Report Card Sample 
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and how your company assures that only high-quality 
professionals are fulfilling the staffing needs of your 

background check policy and procedure. 
 

 classrooms will be filled with staff that 
have the skills, certifications, and knowledge required for each 
unique position. Staff undergo an in-person interview to assess 
previous experience, critical thinking, communication, 
confidence, and professional demeanor. The entire hiring 
process from recruiting, screening, hiring, training, placing, 
evaluating, disciplining, and managing will be designed to 
deliver a culture of excellence in the District. 
  
Staff will be provided with benefits and an extensive support 
network. Candidates are carefully guided through each step of 
the hiring process by the ESS team. They are in regular contact 
with personnel and available for support during extended office 
hours. They also monitor credentials making sure each and 
every employee is properly guided and compliant to work in 
schools. By providing substitutes with benefits and ample 
support, districts are staffed with happy, confident, engaged 
personnel. 

 
Quality Assurance in The Employee Hiring Process 
To ensure high-quality professionals are placed in your member 

employee from beginning to end. It starts with identifying 
candidates who could best serve our district partners, and ends 
with our thorough training  and retention programs. Each step 

and that they are provided the best staff possible.  
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Identifying 
Our hiring process begins with targeting promising individuals that meet the exact specifications of each 
partner district. The ESS team finds qualified candidates for every position required. There are several key 
characteristics we look for in each ESS employee: 

Caring 
Staff need to be interested in working 
with children and helping students 
achieve. They need to be friendly, 
empathetic, and sensitive to students' 
needs.  
 
Patient 
At times a job may seem thankless, 
repetitive, and frustrating for long 
periods, interrupted by meltdowns and 
medical emergencies. The best ESS 
team members remain calm and 
patient in crisis.  
 
Organized 
Making sure students receive the best 
instruction possible requires advanced 
planning. It is also important in 
achieving goals.  
 
Communicative 
ESS support staff need to be great 
listeners and make an effort to 
understand what students are trying 
to communicate. They must be able to 
articulate information and instructions 
clearly and in terms that students can 
understand, which sometimes requires 
paraphrasing or interpreting 
information. They must be observant of 
students' body language indicating 
unspoken problems.  
 

Cooperative 
The supporting staff member is only 
one member of the educational team. 
They have to cooperate with others to 
enhance the students' school 
experience while working with 
teachers, principals, and other school 
staff.  
 
Creative 
ESS staff should be able to think 
outside the box to come up with 
creative solutions where traditional 
methods fail when working with 
students. 
 
Positive 
Students succeed when they believe in 
themselves. One of the surest ways of 
instilling this self-confidence is by 
supporting students with support staff 
who exude optimism and a positive 
attitude. They should believe in their 
mission, their own talents, and the 
abilities of the students.  
 
Adaptable 
An effective supporting staff team 
member is able to adjust to situations 
while providing a productive learning 
environment.  
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Recruiting 
ESS will invest in a thorough and detailed step-by-step process to recruit a large pool of qualified staff for 
districts. Our recruiting process is continuous and proactive, ensuring that districts will have a large, 
healthy substitute pool. 

The ESS district teams will focus on each school to quickly build rapport with principals and school 
personnel, forge community relationships, and gain the knowledge necessary to recruit the highest quality 
and quantity of substitute personal for each school.  

best for each partner district and customize a plan to meet its unique needs. Below are a few of the 
customized recruiting techniques that we frequently use:  

Community Recruiting 
ESS builds a strong community presence with districts to create opportunities to recruit qualified 
community members interested in working in schools. ESS will identify candidates in the community that 
will make a positive impact within classrooms. We will be active and accessible in the district community 
by building relationships with community members.  

ESS Job Fairs - In-person and Virtual 
To find candidates who will best understand and serve student populations, we will host in-person 
community job fairs. These fairs will be regularly held throughout our partner districts. In response to 
COVID-19, we are also hosting virtual job fairs through Zoom.  

Chamber of Commerce 
ESS will work with local Chambers of Commerce. With the Chamber, ESS will build relationships with 
local businesses and leverage networking opportunities to promote jobs through associated websites, 
newsletters, and other media. 

Events, Fairs, and Festivals 
ESS will participate in parades, host booths, hand out flyers, and greet the community to get the 
message out about substitute opportunities at districts. We will attend events, fairs, and festivals 
throughout district communities. 
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Digital Campaign 
The ESS District Team creates marketing campaign utilizing job posting message boards and social media 
to find candidates across districts.  

 
 
 
 

Grassroots Advertising 
The ESS District Team will create and execute a grassroots campaign, using everything from flyers and 
yard signs to source the perfect employees for schools and students.  

Social Media 
ESS leverages social media to connect with candidates through targeted 
Facebook and Instagram ads, filtering our searches by location and college 
degree. Through Twitter, we look for candidates by profession, location, skill 

robust interest groups, job posting, and recruiting tools.  
 
Online Job Boards and Broadbean 
We use many individual online job boards, such as Indeed, CareerBuilder, and 
Glassdoor. We are able to post positions and search a database of resumes to 
match the skill sets needed. 
 
ESS uses Broadbean technology to integrate with thousands of job boards, 
resume databases, and social and professional networks to find qualified 
talent quickly and efficiently. The platform allows us to drive efficiency by 
creating one search to return results for all our digital recruiting channels, 
including multiple job boards, at all once. 
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College & Universities 
College students looking to start their careers in education or 
special education are strong candidates for ESS positions. We 
will form close relationships with local colleges and universities 
to build a large pool of qualified candidates eager to begin 
working in the classroom.  
 

Campus Events  
We join campus events, such as career fairs, to meet 
jobseekers, collect resumes, and explain the benefits of 
working as a substitute. 

 
Career Centers  
Career centers are vital to our recruitment efforts. We 
closely work with the centers, discussing potential ways to 
reach new graduates, post job opportunities, and form 
partnerships with career counselors so they continually send 
qualified candidates to apply to district positions.  

 
Education Departments 
We build relationships with professors and key personnel in 
education departments to recruit students who are pursuing 
careers in K-12.  

 
Handshake 
Handshake is a digital tool that allows us to scale our college 
and university recruiting. We are able to reach multiple 
college and university career centers at once. With 
Handshake, we can define and save our hiring criteria, then 
tap into the most engaged student audience. These scaling 
and efficiency features allow to us to recruit quickly and 
efficiently.  
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District Recruiting 
Many of the best candidates for ESS are those that already have demonstrated experience or interest in the 
school district. Retired teachers, parents active in schools, and previous applicants for full-time positions 
are all excellent candidates. These individuals have established relationships with the students and a 
vested interest in the district, making them ideal substitute employees. 

District Events 
ESS is eager to participate in events held throughout our partner district communities. Attending and 
participating in district events also allows the ESS team to target qualified parents who would enjoy 
working while their children are in school. A few types of events that we would attend are back to 
school nights, football games and other sporting events, plays, school festivals, and PTAs.  

Retired and Aspiring District Staff 
We will solicit local retired teachers to encourage them to use their experience in education to engage 
local students and further promote education in the community. Additionally, individuals that had 
previously applied to full-time district positions may be interested in joining ESS to work in districts as 
a substitute employee. 

Word-of-Mouth Referral 
ESS has established incentives for district staff to 
refer qualified candidates to work for us. District staff 
are encouraged to participate in our employee referral 
program and receive $75 gift card for each successful 
working referral.  
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Screening 

In-Depth Interviews 
Each applicant goes through a structured screening process in 
which the candidate is thoroughly evaluated. This process 
ensures only the best candidates with the correct credentials are 
hired to work in your schools.  

 
Phone Screen 
The phone screen determines the seriousness and 
commitment of the applicants to the district and our 
company, as well as their ability to articulate information 
and communicate effectively.  

 
Group Interview 
During this in-person session, applicants are evaluated on 
their critical thinking skills, enthusiasm, communication 
skills, confidence, and professional appearance. This session 

perform in a real school setting. Their skills as educators are 
tested.  

 
Credentialing Screen 
Candidates must possess proper clearances, certifications, 
and credentials to be hired. Substitutes will not be allowed to 
work within districts until all valid credentials are logged in 
our system. 

 
District Interview 
Districts may interview any candidate and could be asked to 
provide a reference if the candidate had been a district 
employee previously. 

 
Online Meet & Greets 
To ensure safety during COVID-19, we have been holding virtual 
orientations with substitute candidates. This allows us to meet 
applicants, answer questions, and determine the commitment to 
working in school districts. During these meets and greets, we 
also walk candidates through the hiring process. 
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Credentialing 

The substitute employees who work in schools will be compliant with the state departments of education, 
district requirements, and other state and federal laws. 

Candidates must possess proper clearances, certifications, and credentials to be hired. Substitutes will not 
be allowed to work within a district until all valid credentials are logged in our system. All documentation 
will be kept and maintained for at least five years. 

The credentialing process includes criminal background checks, which are a key component of our 
screening process. As the requirements of criminal background checks vary from state to state, so too do 
the specific background checks we run.  Regardless of the state however, all employee backgrounds are 

 

Compliance Assurance 
Absence management systems will be built to mirror the regulations and certifications of your member 
districts. An employee will only be able to view an assignment for which they hold the required credentials. 

exceeded, the employee will no longer be able to accept positions. Employees will not be able to accept 
assignments if any of their other clearances or credentials are missing or invalid.  

Our applicant system provides automated, error-proof auditing of employee credentials and notifies our 
team when credentials need to be renewed. Our compliance team helps the employees update their 
credentials before they expire so there is no gap in service.  

Additionally, our in-house counsel is up-to-date with state and federal legislation. Upon any changes or 
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Training 

specialized training program. We take pride in providing the 
most comprehensive, consistent training to all substitute staff.  
 
While many staffing companies rely on remote, computerized 
training methods for their staff, ESS understands the necessity 
of training staff live before they begin working with students. 
Prior to working in your schools, ESS substitutes participate in 
an in-depth training that provides them with the confidence 
they need to succeed.  
 
These trainings allow for a level of completeness and 
assessment that is not possible through methods utilized by 
other staffing companies. ESS also utilizes this initial training 

standards of professionalism. Any part of the training can be 
customized to meet district needs.  
 

 

Specified training class for each staff position, including 
 

A team of expert trainers consisting of former 
superintendents, principals, teachers, behavior specialists, 
and certified school administrators 

Trainings are delivered through in-person and online 
learning classes 

Classes are customized to meet district requirements 

Provides one final check to ensure the staff meet the 
requirements of the positions they are about to fill and will 
excel in their respective roles  
 

COVID-19 Virtual Training Sessions 
ESS is committed to protecting the safety of all ESS employees, 
district staff, and students. As such, ESS has been hosting some 
training sessions virtually during the pandemic. Districts can 
be confident that these trainings are just as comprehensive as 
our traditional training methods, and they can be adjusted to 
any additional needs as necessary. 
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In-Person Training - Substitute Teacher  

establishing a positive classroom environment, managing the classroom, and 
ensuring the continuity of student education. Training instructors emphasize the 

health, and welfare of the students under his/her supervision. Substitute teachers 
are trained in effective classroom management, following lesson plans, and 
instructional strategies. Below is the framework of the training: 

Source 1: General Information for 
Substitute Teachers 

Ten Steps to Becoming a 
Successful Substitute Teacher 

Expectations, Professional 
Conduct, Responsibilities 

Daily Operations Procedures 

Top Twelve Principles for 
Substitute Teachers 

Accidents/Illnesses 

Emergency Evacuation/Fire 
Drills/Intruders/Lockdown 
Procedures 

 
Source 2: Classroom Management 

Basic Classroom Management 
Components/Setting the Tone 

Minimizing and Diffusing 
Confrontations 

How to Get and Maintain 
 

Communicating and Connecting 
with Students 

Classroom Management 
Situations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source 3: Lesson Plans and Teaching 
Strategies 

Lesson Plans and Delivery of 
Instruction 

Teaching Strategies 

In the Event There Are No Lesson 
Plans 

Special Education 

Daily Log and Feedback Report 

Working with Students and 
Support Staff 

  
Source 4: Selected School Procedures 
and Policies 

Important School District Policies 
and Procedures 

Harassment, Intimidation, and 
Bullying 

Drug/Alcohol/Suicide Intervention 

Child Abuse/Neglect Reporting 

Bloodborne Pathogens 

Accident and Injury Prevention 

Safety and Emergency Protocols 
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In-Person Training - Paraprofessional 
The paraprofessional training cultivates an extensive understanding of 
adaptability, student interaction, positive attitude, behavior management, and 
special education needs. Paraprofessionals receive thorough training in the 
characteristics of varying disabilities and supporting education based on each 

academic, physical, social, emotional, and personal needs. The training 
program concentrates on a wide scope of disabilities, including autism, Asperger 
syndrome, limited mobility, anxiety disorders, and more. The training guarantees 
employees are well-
carefully implement individualized education programs.  

Source 1: General Information for 
Paraprofessionals 

Paraprofessional Services 
Inclusion 
Students, the Instructional 
Paraprofessional, and the 
Educational Team 
Daily Operating Procedures 
Instructions for Student Accident 
or Illness 
School Emergency Procedures 

  
Source 2: Individuals with 
Disabilities Act (IDEA) 

IDEA Classifications 
The Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) and 504 Plan 
Characteristics, Educational 
Strategies and Techniques of 
Classifications 
General Educational Strategies 
and Techniques 

  
Source 3: Fostering Positive Student 
Support 

Establishing an Appropriate 
Connection 
Encouraging Positive Student 
Behaviors 
Moving Students Toward 
Independence 
Data Gathering 
Behavioral Plan Implementation 

 

Source 4: Professional Guidelines 
Professional Conduct 
Understanding the Importance of 
Confidentiality 
Physical Contact 

 
Source 5: Teamwork 

 
Collaboration with the Classroom 
Teacher 
Interacting with Building 
Personnel 

 
Source 6: Selected District School 
Policies and Procedures 

Important School District Policies 
and Procedures 
Harassment, Intimidation, and 
Bullying  HIB Policy 
Child Abuse/Neglect Reporting 
Requirements 
Bloodborne Pathogens 

 
Source 7: Resources 

Online Resources 
Accident and Injury Prevention 
Using Frontline Absence 
Management  
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 Online Training - Global Compliance Network (GCN)  
Online Training Modules  
Substitute employees complete periodic internet-based training modules 
via the Global Compliance Network, GCN. GCN enhances the 
professional development of substitutes through the provision of 
informative modules on topics such as classroom management for 
different grade levels, ethics and boundaries for school employees, 

understanding aggressive behavior, cyber-bullying, special education, and autism. There are over 150 
educational modules available. Substitute personnel will complete modules in GCN based on state and 

 

Based on the type of substitute employee, we require a certain number of specific modules to be completed. 
We further encourage employees to take any additional modules that they feel will be beneficial to them.  

Below are some of the training modules frequently completed by our staff: 

Active Shooter Safety 

ADHD 

Alcohol and Drug Awareness for 
Employees 

Autism 

Anti-Bullying for Students 

Behavioral Interventions for Students 
with Disabilities 

Bloodborne Pathogens 

Child Abuse Awareness 

Classroom Management 

Confidentiality 

Cultural Awareness 

Ethics & Boundaries for School 
Employees 

Diversity for Employees 

First Aid in Schools 

FERPA 

Education Rights of Homeless 
Students 

Mental Illness Awareness for 
Educators 

Playground Safety 

Professionalism 

Safe Lifting for Special Education 

School Safety 
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Additional GCN Classes by ESS 

Just as a student is never finished learning, the training of an educational professional should never end. 
Each day, innovative techniques are developed to improve the student learning experience. We seek new 
methods and provide supplementary training to keep employees refreshed in the latest techniques. In 

 
Bullying and Child Abuse 
As educators, substitutes must be familiar with the signs and symptoms of bullying and child abuse 
among students. They must recognize these signs and follow proper procedure to report and prevent 
these abuses to ensure student health and safety at all times. In this module, employees learn the 
various types of maltreatment, abuse, and bullying, and the steps to take to address these issues. 

 
Classroom Management 
It takes more than following standard classroom procedures to work in a school and provide quality 
education successfully. Managing the classroom is essential to giving every student a valuable learning 
day. Employees learn some of the basic techniques of classroom management, and the distinct 

steps to minimize problems and establish themselves as a positive authority figure for students. 
 

Company Incident Reporting Process 
When working in a school district, it is essential for ESS employees to perform responsibilities 
diligently and professionally at all times. By understanding the factors that contribute to an incident 
report, substitute teachers and paraprofessionals may avoid performance issues and punitive measures 

reporting incidents concerning inappropriate behavior of employees. 
 

Daily Operations 
Regular routines and daily operations are essential to students and schools. Employees learn the basics 

signing in, classroom introductions, and taking attendance. These standards help to create an orderly 
classroom and school experience for the employee and the students. 

 
 

safety when working in a school district. Many factors that contribute to workplace injuries, but many 
can be prevented. While each workday may be different, there are simple precautions that substitute 
teachers and paraprofessionals can take to ensure they and their students do not sustain an injury. In 
the rare event of an injury, it is necessary that employees know the proper school and company 
procedures for reporting the injury and receiving treatment. 

 
Instructional Strategies 

management problems. It is essential to have additional activities prepared to maximize instruction 
and focus students. This module explores ideas that the employees can use in the absence of lesson 
plans or when students complete the activities prepared by the classroom teacher. 
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Ongoing Training 
Our commitment to our district partners includes our promise to customize a training program for your 
them. Every substitute working in your schools will be well-prepared and trained for your requirements. 
Substitutes will have access to ongoing training. These ongoing trainings are available in multiple forms: 

Annual Training 
We offer an annual training for returning substitutes to the new school year. Employees attend this 
training to discuss new developments in instructional and safety strategies, reinforce ideas, and 
implement any additional information as requested by the district. 
 
Additional Training Requested by the Substitute 
ESS will host a substitute training class every other week for substitutes that want to work at the 
district. Substitutes are welcome to reattend these regular in-person trainings.  

Additional Training Requested by the District  
The district may request that substitutes undergo additional training on any topic and ESS will 
implement it into your customized substitute training program. Additional training could include: 

Bullying Prevention 

Confidentiality Training 

Electronic Use Policy 

Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect 

Seclusion, Isolation, and Physical Restraint 

Emergency Preparedness 

Preventing Child Sexual Abuse 

Sexual Harassment Awareness Training  

Intruder Training 

Crisis Prevention Intervention 
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Hiring 

Photo ID Badge 
After the in-person training, photos are taken of each employee. The 
photos are used for the ESS issued photo identification badge. These 
badges are provided to every substitute employee. The badge is provided 
at no cost to the employee or the district.  

Substitutes and other ESS employees will not be permitted on a 

compliance with all district polices.  

Offer Letter 
Upon successful completion of the screening and credentialing process and participation in the training 
program, applicants receive formalized offer letters of employment with ESS.  

Employee Packet 
ESS wants new employees to feel welcomed and be prepared to work in a district. We provide detailed 
employment information in their new employee packet. 

  ESS Employee Manual 

  Direct Deposit and PayCard  

      Information 

  Pay Date Schedule 

  Payroll Portal Registration 

  Health Benefits Enrollment Guide 

  401(k) Enrollment Packet 

  ESS Contact Information 

  Tip Sheets for Using Absence    
      Management  

  Injury Reporting Procedures 

  Tips & Reminders 

  ESS Resource Portal Access 

  School Information - Locations,  
      Start Times, & Policies 
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Retention 
ESS understands the importance of retaining valuable staff to ensure consistency in schools. To that end, 
we consider our retention programs a core component of our hiring process, as they help ensure that the 
high quality substitutes hired continue to work in your member districts for as long as possible.  

We have heavily invested in our employee retention and satisfaction initiatives. We offer a variety of 
benefits, perks, and learning opportunities that keep employees motivated, prepared, and engaged. We 
believe strongly in connecting with substitute employees to understand their needs and to meet those 
needs.  

Advocating for Full-Time Hire 
We encourage districts to hire any ESS employee for a full-time position at no cost to themselves or the 
employee. Many of our district partners will hire our employees for full-time positions in their schools, some 
hiring upwards of 250 ESS employees per year.  

Convenient Pay 
Employees enjoy the convenience of receiving a paycheck for their work every week, available as direct 
deposit or through our free debit card program. 

Economic Security 
Employees are offered a 401(k) retirement plan and, since we are a private employer, substitute employees 
are afforded the opportunity to apply for unemployment through the state in the summer.  

Comprehensive Support 
Employees are provided with unparalleled customer service through dedicated support channels. Our 
employee engagement team is available to assist with questions and help on being placed for vacancies. 
The ESS District Team is also available everyday to provide personalized support to substitutes. 

Health Benefits 
We offer health benefits to employees and their families, regardless of hours worked. Employees have the 
option in enroll:  

Minimum Essential Coverage 
(MEC) 

Medical Insurance 

Dental Insurance 

Vision Insurance 

Life Insurance 

Critical Insurance 

Accident Insurance 

Disability Insurance 
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ESS Monthly Raffle 
Each month, we give away exciting prizes to lucky employees who meet or 
exceed certain work frequency and performance qualifications. We reward our 
most dedicated people with an opportunity to win something big each month. 
The more days they work, the more chances they have to win. Some of the 
prizes have been gift cards, Apple Watches, Kindle Fire, Xbox One, and a 
Samsung Chromebook. 
 
Recognition 

Employee of the Month 
Employees are nominated by district employees each month. The winners 
receive a $50 gift card, a letter of appreciation, as well as a coffee tumbler.  

 
Impact Award - Employee of the Year 
This award is given once a year during Education Week. It is based on the 
total number of days worked in a one-year period, feedback from our 
partner school districts, and a commitment to exceed expectations. The 
winners must go above and beyond their assigned duties every day, having 
a positive impact on the schools and students they serve. The winners 
receive a $500 cash prize, an additional $500 to donate to the school 
of their choice, and a crystal trophy.  

 
Employee Referral Program  
Employees are encouraged to participate in our employee referral program. 
We offer paid incentives to employees for each successful working referral. 
They earn $75 for each referral and can earn up to $2,700 a year.  
 
Cash Performance Incentives 
Substitutes can earn cash rewards for accepting assignments on hard-to-fill 
days, in hard-to-fill locations, or for accepting a certain quantity of 
assignments before a certain date.  
 
Substitute Appreciation Week 
As a small token of our appreciation, we raffle off $250 gift cards every day 
during Substitute Appreciation Week in the month of May. Substitutes are 
automatically entered into each day's drawing if they work an assignment that 
day.  
 
Perks at Work 
Each employee working for ESS enjoys the financial benefits of the Perks at 
Work program. This employee discount and reward program helps substitutes 
save money every day on purchases from groceries to vacations.  
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available. 
 
ESS does not have a safety record or safety rating, however, the safety of our partner districts, their 
students, and our staff, is one our highest priorities. We take safety extremely seriously, devoting a 
significant portion of our substitute training to safety procedure and policy. 
 
Our EMR is 1.66. Workers compensation rates depend on the state the insurance issued.  
 
27. Describe the capacity of your company to report monthly sales through this agreement to 
Equalis Group. 
 
We have significant capacity and ability to report monthly sales through this agreement to Equalis Group. 
We have a large, veteran finance department that includes staff specifically devoted to reporting sales 
based on cooperative agreements. Additional reporting for Equalis Group will neatly fit into our standard 
financial workflow.  
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28. Describe the capacity of your company to provide management reports, i.e., consolidated 
billing by location, time and attendance reports, etc. for each eligible agency. 

Districts can depend on ESS to be truly transparent and forthcoming about program data. We understand 
how crucial transparency is for district decision-makers, and we are committed to providing it so they in 
turn can do their jobs with the best information and at the highest levels of efficiency.  

In addition to daily communication and availability, the ESS Team works closely with district 
administration and school administration to establish reporting needs and the resulting processes, 
procedures, and analysis required. These reports are essential to maintaining open communication during 
our partnership.  

ESS can create and customize any report that is needed. Customization and data options are endless. 
Reports can be exported into simple formats for districts to review, such as PDF, Excel, and HTML. If 
district officials require a specific report, we will tailor it based on district specifications. Reports can be 
scheduled to be emailed to any district or school designee daily. We can also train administrators and key 
staff on all reporting systems. 

 
District administrators will have full access to the Report Writer function within Absence Management 
and will, therefore, have the ability to create, run, and analyze ad hoc Absence Management reports with 
no limitations. The system is tailored to district preferences.  

Domo 
Another reporting tool we use daily is Domo, a reporting software that allows us 
to pull real-time data on program performance. We can create charts crucial to 
helping us in forming strategic decisions. Domo has many capabilities, including 
the ability to quickly drill down into program data to see fill rates by school, day, 
and position, as well as hiring activity for the District.  
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School District Analysis Report 

District Analysis report produces the most comprehensive view of a substitute program, illuminating 
trends in absence coverage. 

Trends by Month: Districts are able to see an increase in absences at different points throughout the 
school year as well as how our recruiting efforts are working to fill positions.  

Trends by Day of the Week: A great tool to spot trends in district employee call-outs. Are they mostly 
on Fridays or intermittently throughout the week? Using this data, ESS will consult with the district 
for a solution. One recommended solution is to have on-call substitutes available for days with more 
call-outs. 

Trends by Date and Time Entered: Districts can see when employees are calling out and how that 
affects whether or not their positions are getting filled. Are employees who have personal or vacation 
days waiting until the day of their absence to post their positions? Statistics show that absences 
entered with less than 12 hours before the start of the assignment are much harder to fill than those 
entered one day prior.  

Trends by Preference List: The preference list utilization section shows what type of substitutes are 
accepting positions: long-term, employee preferred, school preferred, district originals, and other 
substitutes who are not on any of those lists. Many districts allow their teachers and staff to have a list 

how many preferred substitutes are working in the district.  
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Day of the Week Analysis Report 
The day of the week analysis provides districts with the information needed to track absences and fill rates 
by day. Showing the absences reported by position type, the number of filled and unfilled absences, and fill 
rate percentage, this report helps to identify trends in absence occurrences and fill rate success based on 
the day of the week. Many districts utilize this data to coordinate professional development days on low 
volume absence days. 

Fill Rates Report 
As with all our reports, there are endless ways to pull, save, and view the data. Custom date ranges, 

District to customize all reports that are needed and as our partnership grows, we can create any new 
report. The fill rate data can be viewed by percentages, totals, or both.  
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Absences & Call Out Times Report 
District employees call out times have a significant impact on the substitute program, as last-minute call 
outs affect the likelihood of a substitute filling the position. This report benefits the district by tracking 
employee absence submittal details, including employee name, absence reason, and submittal time. By 
tracking these metrics, administrations and ESS can minimize last-minute absence submittals and 
encourage accountability and higher coverage rates. 
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Absence Reason Count of Days 

Test Proctor 196 

Extra Coverage 3,726 

Jury Duty 105 

Leave of Absence 779 

Meeting Coverage 292 

Sick 4,372 

Vacation 153 

Illness of Other 444 

Bereavement 297 

Personal 2,074 

Professional Day 2,826 

Total 15,264 

Absence Report 
The absence report is an essential utility that collects reported absences and their reasons into a single, 
easy-to-understand document. The total absences in a district will be reported by category, as well as the 
grand total.  

Mid-Year and Year-End Reports  
Providing our partners with detailed reports is one of the ESS standard operating procedures. During the 
mid-year and year-end reviews, we organize the substitute program data by using easy-to-follow charts and 
graphs. This data is provided by school and by position type. 
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Monthly Analysis Report 
This report analyzes the success of substitute programs as it relates to previous months. The report will 
list the number of filled and unfilled absences for each position, position fill rate, and grand totals for each 
school year. These statistics are vital to reviewing annual fill rates, as well as identifying trends in rising 
or declining absence numbers. 

Total Filled Absences and Vacancies Report 
We can provide this report by district, by school, and by position type. The data can be pulled daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, and yearly. During our mid-year and year-end review, ESS will provide the district all 
this information in easy-to-read charts.  

Year-to-Year Comparison Report 
This yearly report analyzes the success of your substitute program as it relates to previous years. The 
report will list staff positions provided, the number of filled and unfilled absences for each position, 
position fill rate, and grand totals for each school year. These statistics are vital to reviewing annual fill 
rates, as well as identifying trends in rising or declining absence numbers over several years, which often 
impacts fill rates. 

Other Report Types 

School District Analysis 

School Building Analysis  

Substitute Coverage Report 

Year-to-Year Comparison  

Assignments Filled 

Placements by Certifications 

Daily Attendance  

Incident Report 

Employee Feedback  

Fill Rate Report - Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly 

Certification Level  

Cost Comparison  

Budget Code 

Long-term Assignments 

Active Guest Teachers 

Preference List 

No Sub Needed Absences 

Absences by School 

Absences by Position 

Absences by Reason 

Absences by Grade Level 

Substitute Hire Type  

Substitute Daily Fill Report 

Preferred Substitute Report 

Number Days Substitute Worked 

Customized Reports 
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servicing the district (as described in Question 16) on invoices to satisfy federal auditors. 
 
We are able to break out invoices to any level of detail and cost reporting that a district requires, including 
for administrative costs not directly related to servicing the district. Customized invoicing is a standard 
service we offer all our district partners, not just those who need specifics for federal auditors. 
 
In addition customized and flexible invoicing, we are able to create unique financial reports that can show 
cost or program information in a high level of detail and transparency.  
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Implementation Plan 
In addition to the performance capabilities identified in the Appendix A: Questionnaire, we wanted to 
highlight our transition expertise as it is a core performance element to our program.  

The transition team contains specialists from every area of our company. They are experts in working with 
school districts. The team will design the transition to district specifications. We will work in close 
cooperation with the district to establish an in-depth understanding of requirements and develop a specific 
timeline. Each aspect of the transition will focus on what matters to the district and community. With over 
20 years of experience and more than 750 successful transitions, our team ensures no disruptions to 
district administration or student education. We have carefully perfected the process of transitioning 
school districts to our full-service solution, guaranteeing district satisfaction and program success.  

The transition team begins discussions and preparations directly after approval. The team will work with 
district administrators to set goals and hold orientations for faculty, staff, and current substitute 
employees. These meetings will make sure everyone is well informed about the start-up plan, specific roles 
and responsibilities, key timelines and, most importantly, the meetings allow the transition team to 
answer any questions and adapt to newly discovered needs.  

The transition plan is a multifaceted process that includes district implementation, employee 
implementation, school implementation, and systems implementation. ESS will customize the transition to 

customized to the needs and wants of the district. Our goal is to create a transition timeline that works 
best for each and every one of our district partners. Thus, implementation dates and completion dates are 
both dependent on, and flexible to, the unique needs of each district.  

Transition Success 
The success of our transitions and start-ups will be measured by: 

1. The conversion rate of the current active substitute staff working in the district 

2. The fulfillment of requirements set forth by the district during our initial transition meetings  

3. Increase in fill rates with highly qualified substitutes 

4.  
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District Implementation 

ESS will arrange a variety of meetings with personnel from the 
transitioning district to establish expectations, address any 
concerns, and set a timeline for implementation. We will work 
together to assess current day-to-day operations and district 
policies regarding absentee management and substitute 
placement.  
 
A customized plan of action will be designed to drive the start-
up across the district. During the initial expectation meeting, 
the transition team will work with district administrators to 
establish a comprehensive implementation strategy that meets  
every need. We work closely with district officials to guarantee a 
smooth transition for administration, school staff, substitutes, 
and students. ESS will present the district with timelines for 
each area of the implementation process along with a detailed 
plan of action. We will walk the district through each step of the 
implementation process. Our goals for the meeting: 
 

Introduce our management team and exchange contact 
information 

Discover and address requirements, needs, and concerns 

Establish full timelines for the implementation of the 
program 

Discuss communication strategies for converting your 
current substitutes 

Review technology and access to current absence 
information 

Verify pay and billing rates 

Review our daily operations 
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Overview Timeline 
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Employee Implementation 
When school districts partner with a new company, employees are often concerned about the status of their 

background checks for the active substitutes in good standing will be grandfathered in, and they will not 
have to go through the credentialing process again until their credentials expire. Our transition team will 
work with the district and substitutes that are with the current provider to assure that we have all proper 
credentials on file. In Duval County Public Schools as an example, ESS successfully transitioned 
approximately 1,200 substitute employees from their previous provider within the first two months of our 
partnership. The substitute pool has since grown to almost 3,000 employees and counting, supporting 
approximately 130,000 students and over 7,200 teachers.  

Orientation Meeting 
After approval, we start the onboarding process of current substitutes by posting flyers in the schools, 
running digital billboards in the area, announcing our partnership on district websites, and emailing 
welcome letters with an ESS new employee hire packet. Our goal is to make sure current active substitutes 
feel welcomed. 

will continue to work in the district are required to attend an orientation. This meeting introduces our 
onboarding process in great detail, demonstrating that we offer support to substitute employees each step 
of the way. Questions are answered in a town hall format. We also provide an overview of ESS and its 
benefits, feature our substitute training, and introduce our absence management system and present the 

-on-one to address 
specific needs. We will host orientations all throughout the district. 

Substitute Conversion  
The chart below represents a snapshot of the implementation process for district substitute employee to 
become a part of the ESS family. 

Announcement of  
Partnership 

Flyers in Schools 
 

& Social Media 

 

Orientation Meeting 
Answer Questions 

ESS Overview 
Training 

Collect Paperwork 

Credentialing 
Verification 

Meet Requirements 
Assign Positions into 
Absence Management 

System 

Human Resources 
Processing 

Upload Paperwork 
Receive Badge 

Employee Activation 
Begin Work in  

 Schools as  
an ESS Employee 

Onboard Employee 
Welcome to the  

ESS Family 
Benefit from ESS Perks 
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Substitute Conversion 

Recruitment Implementation 

employs a group of dedicated recruitment specialists. These specialists are experienced ESS recruiters who 
know our systems and processes. Their goal is to establish each and every aspect of our recruiting process, 
from building relationships with local universities to setting up our digital recruitment strategies and 
systems. They will initiate relationships in the community in which the ESS District Team will build upon. 
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Recruitment Timelines 
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School Support Implementation 
We take great care to ensure that schools receive the support they need to thrive by dedicating staff 

the first week of our partnership. They will meet with principals, staff, and key stakeholders, ensuring that 

-in sheets to help schools 
announce the transition to our program and onboard substitutes to the ESS team.  

Orientation Meetings for Principals and Administrative Assistants 
We will host orientation meetings for principals and administrative assistants. These meeting will provide 
an overview of ESS, answer any questions or concerns, present further details on how we are going to 
support their schools, and provide detailed contact information. 

School Support Timelines 
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Systems Implementation 
Districts will recognize immediate improvements in coverage rates and teacher accountability after the 
technology implementation with ESS. ESS will make the systems implementation process uncomplicated 
and straightforward. The transition team will transfer necessary district data to the absence management 
systems and provide streamlined technology training to district administration and staff. 

Implementing an absence management system is a quick and simple process. ESS will supply districts 
with standard Excel templates to upload with district, school, and employee information. Our experts will 
import the data from the template into the absence management system. 

We will offer system trainings for all individuals. These trainings will be provided at the start of our 
partnership and anytime throughout the year as needed. Below are several topics that we cover in the 
trainings. We will also provide tip sheets. The tip sheets are easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions on 
each function that the user would use in the system. 

Administrators, Principals, Supervisors, and Managers 
Detailed instructions for the various user roles 
How to use the system to their best advantage 
Customized and scheduling reports 

Teachers and Support Personnel 
Detailed instruction on how to use absence management systems 
Instructions on entering absences, setting preferred substitute lists, attaching lesson plans and notes 
to absence submissions, and checking absence balances  

Substitute Personnel 
Detailed instruction on how to use absence management systems 
Instructions and tip sheets on searching for and accepting assignments, setting up preference lists and 
notification settings, and keeping a detailed and organized calendar schedule 
Guidelines for obtaining confirmation numbers 
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Systems Timeline 
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30. Please provide contact information and resumes for the person(s) who will be responsible 
for the following areas. 

Executive Contact 
Contact Person: Ron Glisk 
Title: Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing 
Company: ESS 
Address: 800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
City: Cherry Hill  State: NJ  Zip: 08034 
Phone: 877.983.2244 
Fax: 856.334.1722 
Email: RGlisk@ESS.com 
 
Ron Glisk has more than 25 years of sales and sales management experience. 
Prior to joining ESS, Ron was EVP of Sales and Marketing for Xanitos, Inc., a 
hospital housekeeping specialist firm. Before joining Xanitos, Ron was SVP of 
Sales and Marketing for GCA Education Services and, prior to that, SVP of 
Sales and Marketing for GCA at the corporate level. Ron holds a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Computer Science from Northern Illinois University. 

 
Account Manager/Sales Lead 
Contact Person: Fred Bentsen 
Title: Vice President of Business Development 
Company: ESS 
Address: 28610 Hwy 290, Suite F09, #105 
City: Cypress State: TX  Zip: 77433 
Phone: 832.244.5015 
Fax: 856.334.1722 
Email: FBentsen@ESS.com 
 

 He manages new 
partner acquisitions, contract negotiations, account management, and client 
retention. He has an innate ability to immerse himself into the local landscape 
and learn the distinct needs of the District in order to execute a personalized 
transition plan. 

Fred will guide your member districts through to the contract phase and will 
continue as the management team begins the transition period. He will be 
personally involved in the startup process. 
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Contract Management  
Contact Person: Jeff Belz 
Title: General Counsel 
Company: ESS 
Address: 800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
City: Cherry Hill  State: NJ  Zip: 08034 
Phone: 856.482.0300 ext. 3140  
Fax: 856.334.1722 
Email: JBelz@ESS.com 
 
Jeff has vast experience representing the best interests of educational 
institutions, having privately represented public K-12 school boards for 17 
years. As in-house counsel for ESS, Jeff oversees all aspects of legal matters, 
including compliance, vendor contracts, employment matters, special 
education issues, student discipline, and policy development. After starting 
his own practice and supporting a fellow attorney in representing numerous 
school districts, Jeff was appointed solicitor for three school districts in New 
Jersey. He served as solicitor for 14 years until he joined ESS.  
 

Billing & Reporting/Accounts Payable 
Contact Person: Tamika Fritz 
Title: Billing Specialist 
Company: ESS 
Address: 800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
City: Cherry Hill  State: NJ  Zip: 08034 
Phone: 856.482.0300 ext. 3327 
Fax: 856.334.1722 
Email: TFritz@ESS.com 

 
Tamika works with districts to streamline account codes and financial 
reporting to add further speed and accuracy to payroll and invoice processes. 
She answer district questions and quickly works to provide whatever help is 
necessary.  
 
She is also dedicated to our cooperative partnerships, specializing in the 
financial care of their programs. She handles invoice customization, customer 
service, as well reporting sales back to the cooperative.  
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Marketing 
Contact Person: Jen Mangan  
Title: Director of Business Development 
Company: ESS 
Address: 800 Kings Highway North, Suite 405 
City: Cherry Hill  State: NJ  Zip: 08034 
Phone: 215.510.1334 
Fax: 856.334.1722 
Email: JMangan@ESS.com 
 
Jennifer has over eight years' experience working at ESS. She provides 
marketing and sales support throughout the company. Prior to joining ESS, 
Jennifer worked as an Art Director for a south New Jersey company. She has 
ample experience in design and marketing and helps support ESS' regional 
and sales teams. For four years, Jennifer was a board member of Camden 

University, Pennsylvania with a Bachelor of Arts.  
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31. Provide a minimum of three (3) customer references for product and/or services of similar 
scope dating within the past 3 years. Please try to provide an equal number of references for 
K12, Higher Education and City/County entities.  
 
Frisco Independent School District 
Contact: Ms. Anna Koenig, Director, Human Resources 
Email: KoenigA@FriscoISD.org    Phone: 469.633.6042  
Address: 5515 Ohio Drive, Frisco, TX  75035  
Services: Substitute Teacher Staffing, Long-Term Staffing, Paraprofessional Staffing 
Enrollment: 58,000     Partner Since: 2019  
Annual Volume: 72,200 Substitutes  

 
Denton Independent School District 
Contact: Dr. Robert Stewart, Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources  
Email: RStewart@dentonisd.org        Phone: 940.369.0593                   
Address: 1307 North Locust Street Denton, TX  76202                      
Services: Substitute Teacher Staffing, Long-Term Staffing, Paraprofessional Staffing, Nurse Staffing 
Enrollment: 28,382        Partner Since: 2018      
Annual Volume: 40,200 Substitutes    
 
Celina Independent School District 
Contact: Mr. John Mathews, Assistant Superintendent, Administrative Services 
Email: JohnMathews@celinaisd.com     Phone: 469.742-.100 
Address: 205 South Colorado Street Celina, TX 75009 
Services: Substitute Teacher Staffing, Long-Term Staffing, Paraprofessional Staffing 
Enrollment: 2,600     Partner Since: 2018  
Annual Volume: 3,500 Substitutes  

 
Royse City Independent School District 
Contact: Mr. Jeff Webb, Associate Superintendent 
Email: Webbj@rcisd.org     Phone: 972-636-2413 
Address: 810 Old Greenville Road Royse City, TX 75189 
Services: Substitute Teacher Staffing, Long-Term Staffing, Paraprofessional Staffing, Clerical Staffing, 
Nurse Staffing 
Enrollment: 5,500     Partner Since: 2018  
Annual Volume: 7,200 Substitutes  

 
Abilene Independent School District 
Contact: Dr. Joseph Waldron, Associate Superintendent - Human Resources 
Address: 241 Pine Street, Abilene, TX 79604 
Email: Joseph.Waldon@AbileneISD.org     Phone: 325.677.1444 ext. 3724  
Services: Substitute Teacher Staffing, Long-Term Staffing, Paraprofessional Staffing 
Enrollment: 16,800     Partner Since: 2019 
Annual Volume: 18,400 Substitutes  
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32. List all cooperative and/or government group purchasing organizations of which your 
company is currently a member below. 
 

 

contact information as references. 
 
We have a long history of success with cooperative purchasing programs. Some have become cornerstones of 
our business, helping us to expand into whole new territories and earn partnerships with large school 
districts.  
 
Additionally, ESS and our sister company Proximity Learning have both enjoyed constructive relationships 
with ESC 10 and Region 10 ESC Members for years.  We have enjoyed supporting the Annual ESC 10 
Human Resources Summit for several years now. Region 10 ESC members make up the largest 
concentration of ESS District Partners in the state. 

 
Reference Information for Cooperatives 
 
1GPA (1Government Procurement Alliance)  
Contact: Mr. Ken Carter, Executive Director 
Email: KCarter@1GPA.org     Phone: 602.770.8428 

 
PCA (Purchasing Cooperative of America)  
Contact: Ms. Elaine Nichols, Director 
Email: Elaine@pcamerica.org     Phone: 713.851.1471 

 
TIPS (The Interlocal Purchasing System) 
Contact: Ms. Chandie Randle, Contracts Support 
Email: Chandie.Randle@tips-usa.com     Phone: 903.575.2608 

Cooperative Name Contract Number Expiration Date 

1GPA 17-14PV-03  5/18/21  

PCA OD-310-20  5/4/21  

TIPS 200703  9/30/23  
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34. Provide a copy of all current licenses, registrations and certifications issued by federal, 
state and local agencies, and any other licenses, registrations or certifications from any other 
governmental entity with jurisdiction, allowing Respondent to perform the covered services 
including, but not limited to licenses, registrations or certifications. M/WBE, HUB, DVBE, small 
and disadvantaged business certifications and other diverse business certifications, as well as 
manufacturer certifications for sales and service must be included if applicable. 
 
The following pages include relevant business licenses for ESS South Central, LLC. Business licenses for 
our sister companies are available by request.  
 
ESS South Central, LLC, and its sister companies have no M/WBE, HUB, DVBE, Small and disadvantages 
business certifications, or other diverse business certifications to report. Manufacturer certifications for 
sales and service and not applicable to our program offerings. 
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35. Provide information regarding whether your firm, either presently or in the past, has been 
involved in any litigation, bankruptcy, or reorganization. 
 
ESS South Central, LLC has been involved with minor litigation typical of any large business, but nothing 
which has ever impacted the fiscal stability or operations of the company. The company has never filed for 
bankruptcy or reorganization. 

 
36. Felony Conviction Notice  
 
ESS is not owned or operated by anyone who has been convicted of a felony. 
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37. Detail how your organization plans to market this contract within the first 90 days of the 
award date. 
 
ESS is eager to market a partnership with Region 10 ESC/Equalis Group. Advertising our partnership 
within the first 90 days of award would be crucial to capitalize on the momentum and value of such an 
important partnership.  
 
We would promote our partnership through the following channels: 
 

Email Marketing 
We run continuous and robust email marketing campaigns throughout the year. A partnership with Region 
10/Equalis Group would enhance many of our current campaigns, adding additional credibility and 
financial incentive for districts considering partnering with ESS. 
 
The partnership would also create opportunity for whole new email campaigns, especially in regards to 
remarketing. Optimally, we would like to reach out to Equalis Member districts who are not currently 
partnered with ESS, announcing our new partnership and explaining the benefits of our program. This 
type of email marketing has been effective for ESS, and would be an excellent way for Equalis to sell deeper 
to its current members.  
 

Direct Mail 
Similar to our email marketing campaigns, we run substantial direct mail marketing throughout the year. 
We would also support our partnership through our direct mail marketing, incorporating the cooperative 
into current campaigns where it would be relevant and leveraging our shared data to do targeted 
remarketing.  
 

Incorporation Into Current Marketing Materials 
Our partnership would be incorporated and advertised throughout our extensive library of sales and 
marketing materials. From print materials such as sales proposals, catalogs, and brochures to digital 
materials such as websites and landing pages, our partnership would be a visible and valuable addition
to our current messaging and marketing.  
 

National Sales Force Training 
After contract approval, our salesforce will be promptly trained on our partnership with your cooperative.  
The ESS Sales Team is well-acquainted with purchasing cooperatives and their value, and will be excited to 
add Equalis to their sales arsenal.  
 
Our sales team is national in scope, and will gladly leverage our partnership to open new doors into 
territories and districts throughout the country.  
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38. Provide the agency spend that your organization anticipates each year for the first three 
(3) years of this agreement. 
 
ESS anticipates no additional agency spend for marketing in the first three years of our agreement. We 
have a full-service marketing department within our company, and as such, the cost of marketing is 
incorporated into our yearly marketing budget.  

 
 
39. Please provide any suggested improvements and alternatives for doing business with your 
company that will make this arrangement more cost-effective for your company and 
Participating Public Agencies. 
 
Remarketing to current Region 10 ESC/Equalis Group cooperative district partners could be an excellent 
way for us to build a successful and deep partnership. Email addresses, contact names, and other relevant 
information would be invaluable in enabling us to help the cooperative serve its members even further.  
 
Additionally, we have several related services that could be of value to your member districts. They are 
detailed on the following pages.  
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Permanent Paraprofessional Staffing 
ESS is able to provide permanent paraprofessionals to school districts. Our unique, customizable program 
delivers an unmatched level of comprehensive coverage and customer service to support our clients and 
their students each day throughout the school year and through extended school year programs. Our 
experienced, trained, and qualified paraprofessionals maximize student support, guarantee reliability, and 
ensure that every aspect of the school day runs smoothly. With an exceptionally high paraprofessional 
retention rate of 96%, we ensure that students receive the continuity in the services they need to thrive.  
 
Experts in the field of special educational staffing, our 3,500 paraprofessionals serve over 550,000 students. 
We know that each and every member of the school team plays an important role in the education of our 
children. We have the experience and resources to employ an extensive range of school support personnel 
including, but not limited to: special education aides, classroom and teaching assistants, one-to-one aides, 

media centers, lunchrooms, playgrounds, before and after school programs, and in-school suspension 
programs. Our paraprofessionals becomes valuable members of the school team, reporting each day for full-
day or half-day assignments to support school districts in all facets of education.  
 
We eliminate the daily administrative burdens of hiring, credentialing, training, managing, and retaining 
skilled paraprofessionals, allowing the school districts to focus on their core competencies and other 
strategic education initiatives. In every school district we serve with our paraprofessional program, we 
improve day-to-day operations, reduce program costs, and enhance the quality of student education and 
support.  
 

Building-based Substitutes  
ESS can implement the building-based substitute program in any of your member districts. Through this 

school.  
 
Program benefits:  

Coverage for the most hard-to-fill assignments by substitutes that are available all school year 

Committed substitutes that are flexible to work in any school  

Complete customization of the program, including managing the request of additional building-based 
-  
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Virtual Substitute Teacher Program 
As schools prepare for the safe return of students this fall, ESS has established a solution to help districts 
combat certain challenges of the pandemic that they cannot face alone. In addition to our core in-classroom 
substitute staffing and management program, ESS offers virtual substitute teachers to provide a quality 

are highly trained to help your District navigate remote learning in the most effective and versatile way. 
Districts that use the program gain a powerful tool for increasing educational continuity and student 
achievement.  

How It Works 
Through our Virtual Substitute Teacher Program, well-prepared substitutes are ready to fill vacancies 
remotely. Depending on how a district is handling distance education, substitutes either teach from home 
or work local, utilizing the remote learning technology in your schools. 

ESS identifies a specific group of highly qualified teachers from our substitute pool to serve districts. After 

each school. We can also discuss any additional absences projected due to COVID-19. 

When it comes to scheduling virtual substitutes, each school has its choice of methodologies: 

Full automation: Substitutes are automatically placed into assignments by our absence management 
system, creating an effective hands-off solution. 

Daily placement by school administration: A school administrator manually assigns substitutes to 
absences every morning, allowing for tactical substitution decisions. 

Together, districts and the ESS team hand-pick substitutes who are perfect for the program. These 
trustworthy, adaptable, and talented individuals make for a reliable long-term cultural fit at schools. While 
filling critical vacancies, virtual substitutes build meaningful connections with staff and students, quickly 
becoming invaluable members of the school community.  

In times like these, flexibility is key. Our virtual substitutes are ready to fill in wherever schools need them 
 

control over how to utilize these versatile individuals. Administrators not only know exactly who is working 
in their schools at all times, they can also rest assured, knowing that the substitute staff has a deep 
understanding of your specific protocols and practices, from COVID-19 policies, online learning systems, 
and applicable technology to curriculum and lesson plans. 
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Proximity Learning 
ESS offers an innovative new solution to the national teacher 
shortage that ensures every child has equal opportunity for success. 
Proximity Learning mitigates the teacher shortage and provides 
students access to quality, real-time, live instruction taught by state-
certified teachers in the classroom via web-conference technology. 

 
Proximity Learning online courses allow for data-driven differentiated instruction. Student progress is 
tracked in real time, and Proximity Learning teachers use detailed information to create individualized 

needs. Courses are aligned to state standards for English, language arts, mathematics, science, social 
studies, career and technical education, general electives, and world languages. 
 
The Proximity Learning solution benefits school districts when a lack of certified teachers negatively 
impacts student achievement. This can include districts that are unable to find a certified teacher for a 
certain subject, when an instructor goes on maternity leave, or when a teacher resigns and a replacement 

 
 

Qualified Teachers 
Teachers are certified with years of teaching experience; many have advanced degrees. 

 
Flexible Scheduling 
Instructors can be part time or full time, giving administrators the flexibility to choose. 

 
Dedicated Support 

 
 

Customization 
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Enriched Schools 
Serving over 175 charter schools, Enriched Schools provides 
substitute teachers to charter schools across the country. Schools 
may hire a candidate as a direct placement (into your organization 
or school), on an hourly basis through Enriched Schools, or as a 
temp-to-perm. The company provides vetted daily/last-minute 
substitute guest educators, long-term substitute teachers/staff and 
full-time teacher candidates (for permanent roles on your team). 
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Our price proposal was uploaded as a separate document in the bonfire system, with the filename, 
-  

 
 

Appendix B: Pricing 
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All relevant certificated have been included in response to item 34 in Appendix A, starting on page 80. 
 
 

Appendix C: Certificates 
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All relevant value-adds been included in response to item 39, in Appendix A, starting on page 95. 
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